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Abstract: The hydrogen hydrostatic thrust bearing (HHTB) is a key component of hydrogen lique-
faction that impacts turbo-expander characteristics. To analyze the feasibility of using the HHTB
in this application, characteristics of HHTBs were calculated using a CFD model. To upgrade the
performance of the HHTB, the impacts of bearing structure and operating parameters on static per-
formance were investigated. Dynamic characteristics of the HHTB were studied using the dynamic
grid method. It was found that the load capacity of the HHTB is less than that of helium-lubricated
bearings but higher than that of air- and methane-lubricated bearings. The turbulent kinetic energy
of hydrogen is higher than that of other gases. Load capacity can be enhanced through boosting
supplied pressure, expanding the diameter of supply orifices, reducing gas film clearance, increasing
the orifices quantity and setting a circumferential groove. A reduction in disturbance amplitude
slightly increased the bearing’s dynamic stiffness. The dynamic stability of the HHTB was improved
by a small film clearance in response to disturbance.

Keywords: hydrogen hydrostatic thrust bearing; hydrogen energy; hydrogen lubrication; high-speed
bearing; static characteristics; dynamic characteristics

1. Introduction

Hydrogen is non-toxic and non-polluting, and has a low greenhouse effect, which
is considered green energy [1–4]. Hydrogen energy is mainly utilized in the following
applications: hydrogen internal combustion engines, fuel cells, nuclear fusion materials
and solid oxide batteries. More and more attention has been paid to related technolo-
gies [5–8]. Currently, hydrogen technology is primarily focused on producing and storing
hydrogen. The most economical method of storing and transporting hydrogen over long
distances is currently in the form of liquid hydrogen, which requires a hydrogen liquefac-
tion process [9–12].

In large hydrogen liquefaction systems, high-speed hydrogen turbo-machinery plays a
critical role. The main equipment that has a cooling effect during the hydrogen liquefaction
process is the hydrogen turbo-expander. Turbo-expander characteristics have a significant
impact on the liquefaction rate and its economic efficiency [13–16].

As a result of its low viscosity and non-contamination, the gas bearing has been
extensively adopted in turbo-expanders [17–19]. Based on the different directions of
support force, gas bearings can be classified as journal bearings and thrust bearings. The
application of gas bearings in a turbine system is presented in Figure 1.

Based on the mechanism of bearing force generation, hydrodynamic bearings and
hydrostatic bearings are the two main forms of application of gas bearings [20–22]. For
hydrostatic bearings, bearing load capacity is achieved by means of an external gas supply.
Generally speaking, the hydrostatic bearing has better reliability, and its bearing capacity
can be artificially adjusted to fit operating requirements [23–26].
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Figure 1. The application of gas bearings in a turbine system. (a) Turbine system schematic dia-

gram. (b) Bearing system schematic diagram. 
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face roughness and bearing performance. It was found that bearings with a gas orifice had 

better stiffness and damping coefficients compared to composite throttling [28]. Gao et al. 

numerically evaluated the impact of orifice structure on bearing performance under dif-

ferent operational conditions using a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model. Their 

results showed that bearing performance was influenced by the form of the inner cavity. 

As film clearance decreased, some parameters, such as pressure drop, gas vortex and tur-
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speed increased [29]. Renn et al. conducted experiments on and simulations of mass flow 

characteristics in hydrostatic bearings. It was found that characteristics of the nozzle 
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ing characteristics using a throttle hole based on a three-dimensional model [31]. Li et al. 

manufactured a bearing compensated by a porous material restrictor to enhance bearing 

performance; composite restrictors for optimal bearing parameters were provided [32]. 

Zhao et al. put forward a bearing with a flexible equalizing pressure groove according to 

the principle of fluid–structure coupling. Its stiffness was improved by 59%, which was 

validated by numerical calculation [33]. Huang et al. analyzed the impacts of speed and 
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It was found that pressure was significantly influenced by the film’s thickness. Increasing 

spindle speed could lead to higher pressure on the spindle surface and increased spindle 

Figure 1. The application of gas bearings in a turbine system. (a) Turbine system schematic diagram.
(b) Bearing system schematic diagram.

In hydrogen turbo-expanders, due to their low density, large flow rate and enthalpy
difference, the axial thrust bearing capacity may not be sufficient, which may lead to me-
chanical failure. Therefore, research regarding thrust bearing is particularly important.
Masaaki et al. carried out an extensive analysis of the impacts of small orifices on hydro-
static thrust bearing [27]. Nishio et al. verified the above research results. In addition,
they conducted experimental and numerical analyses regarding the relationship between
surface roughness and bearing performance. It was found that bearings with a gas orifice
had better stiffness and damping coefficients compared to composite throttling [28]. Gao
et al. numerically evaluated the impact of orifice structure on bearing performance un-
der different operational conditions using a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model.
Their results showed that bearing performance was influenced by the form of the inner
cavity. As film clearance decreased, some parameters, such as pressure drop, gas vortex
and turbulence intensity, decreased. The bearing load capacity decreased slightly as the
spindle speed increased [29]. Renn et al. conducted experiments on and simulations of
mass flow characteristics in hydrostatic bearings. It was found that characteristics of the
nozzle strongly influenced gas mass flow characteristics at the orifice [30]. Shi et al. studied
bearing characteristics using a throttle hole based on a three-dimensional model [31]. Li
et al. manufactured a bearing compensated by a porous material restrictor to enhance bear-
ing performance; composite restrictors for optimal bearing parameters were provided [32].
Zhao et al. put forward a bearing with a flexible equalizing pressure groove according to
the principle of fluid–structure coupling. Its stiffness was improved by 59%, which was
validated by numerical calculation [33]. Huang et al. analyzed the impacts of speed and
film clearance on pressure distribution and spindle static stiffness based on CFD models. It
was found that pressure was significantly influenced by the film’s thickness. Increasing
spindle speed could lead to higher pressure on the spindle surface and increased spindle
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stiffness [34]. Zheng et al. investigated the hydrodynamic hammering phenomenon and
performance of a concave-hole single-tile bearing. The numerical calculation showed that
the delayed effect of the pressure change in the gas chamber was a decisive factor for the
pneumatic hammer phenomenon [35]. Wu et al. analyzed features of pneumatic hammer
self-excitation in hydrostatic bearings under different structural parameters and supplied
pressures. It was found that because the flow rate and supplied pressure were larger than
the corresponding critical values, gas hammer self-excitation tends to happen [36]. Sahtod
et al. conducted simulations of porous and partially porous hydrostatic thrust bearings
to research the effect of disturbance frequency on dynamic characteristics. It was shown
that the load capacity amplitude reduced as the frequency increased. Additionally, the
damping of the partially porous bearing decreased with increasing orifice quantity [37]. Wei
et al. optimized the bearing design based on basic hydrodynamic equations for boosting
performance [38]. Ishibashi et al. considered the influence of gas inertia force on the bearing
and applied a CFD model for numerical verification and analysis [39]. Guo et al. calculated
gas bearings using air, carbon dioxide, hydrogen and helium as lubricating mediums
using a CFD model. It was shown that the load capacity is significantly influenced by the
lubricating medium. [40]. Yan et al. investigated hydrostatic bearings lubricated using air,
helium and hydrogen. Additionally, a model suitable for various lubricating media was
proposed [41]. The above two studies, regarding the influence of lubricants, were founded
on the laminar flow model; the influence of the flow states of lubricating mediums was
not considered.

At present, most research regarding turbo-expanders is conducted using air as the
working medium [42,43]. To improve bearing performance, the main structural parameters,
such as the diameter of orifices, the location of orifices and the shape of gas chambers,
are optimized [44,45]. As the application of hydrogen bearings is not sufficiently mature,
using small orifices to supply gas to hydrostatic thrust bearings when designing thrust
bearings can provide more adequate load capacity and stable performance [46]. As a result
of the special physical properties of hydrogen, design standards for HHTBs have not yet
been defined. In practical applications, HHTBs are often used at high pressure around
the bearing, and there is a large enthalpy difference during expansion. The increase in
pressure around the bearing can cause the load capacity of the HHTB to be insufficient;
if this occurs, the performance of the bearing is not completely adequate for high-speed
operation, which can cause the hydrogen turbo-expander to fail during operation. With
the purpose of investigating the feasibility of using the HHTB in this application, the
performance of bearings using hydrogen was compared with the performances of bearings
using other lubricating gases using the CFD turbulence model. Factors to improve the
performance of HHTB were considered. The effects of supplied pressure, supply orifice
diameter, the quantity of supply orifices, circumferential groove and gas film clearance
on bearing performance were evaluated. The dynamic characteristics of HHTB under
harmonic disturbance with various amplitudes, frequencies and gas film equilibrium
values were studied.

2. Numerical Model
2.1. Hydrogen Hydrostatic Thrust Bearing Structure

The HHTB’s structure is presented in Figure 2a,b. The main parameters of the bearings
include orifice diameter d, number of orifices N, groove depth h, groove width s and film
clearance c0.
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Figure 2. Hydrogen hydrostatic thrust bearing structure and simulation model: (a) front view and 
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Figure 2. Hydrogen hydrostatic thrust bearing structure and simulation model: (a) front view and
(b) sectional view.

2.2. Computational Model

The complete Navier–Stokes equation of three-dimensional compressible flow is
numerically simulated as follows [29].
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where, x, y and z are directional coordinates, u, v and w are velocities in the three directions,
respectively, t is time, µ is dynamic viscosity, ρ is gas density, P is gas pressure and f is
external force per unit volume of fluid.

Consider the following equation for the continuity of the flow.

∂(ρu)
∂x

+
∂(ρv)

∂y
+

∂(ρw)

∂z
+

∂ρ

∂t
= 0 (2)

To determine the flow pattern, the Reynolds number (Re) is used. The flow regime of
the gas film is regarded as turbulent if the Reynolds number is greater than 2000, and the
clearance thickness is the characteristic length [47]. Re is computed as [48]:

Re =
ωrc0

ν
(3)

where ν is kinematic viscosity, ω is rotational speed, c0 is film clearance, r is the radius and
r = D1/2. The highest Reynolds number in the gas film reached 3356 at 50,000 rpm and
0.5 MPa; the flow pattern was considered to be turbulent flow.

To explore the characteristics of the HHTB, the CFD turbulence model was computed
using FLUENT®. Considering the vortex effect, a k-ε model was used, which could better
reflect complex flows involving impingement. The flow field of an HHTB is symmetrical,
and calculated according to the structure of a gas supply orifice with periodic boundaries
on both sides, as displayed in Figure 3. The specific boundary conditions are defined
as follows:
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(1) The pressure inlet is the supplied pressure (Pin);
(2) The pressure outlet is the pressure around the bearing (P0);
(3) Both sides of the film are periodic boundaries of the circumferential flow characteristics;
(4) The rotational wall is the contact surface with the thrust plate;
(5) The other walls are fixed boundaries with no sliding and no flow.
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When the thrust plate is exposed to a small harmonic disturbance, the gas film clear-
ance changes as well, which is expressed as follows:

∆c = a·sin (2π f t + ϕ) (4)

where a represents amplitude, f represents disturbance frequency and ϕ represents the
initial phase. Simultaneously, the increment of the gas film bearing capacity also has
harmonic motion [49]. The dynamic grid model was adopted to realize the periodic motion
of the dynamic gas film.

To comprehensively evaluate the dynamic characteristics of the HHTB, the damping
dissipation energy, equivalent damping and dynamic stiffness coefficient were analyzed.
The relationship between dynamic load capacity and dynamic stiffness can be formulated
as follows:

[K] =
n

∑
i=1

[K]i, { f } =
n

∑
i
{ f }e (5)

[K]{∆c} = { f } (6)

Equivalent damping was introduced to represent the energy dissipation capacity, as
shown in the following [50]:

Deq =
2∆Edis

Ωl2 (7)

where ∆Edis is the energy dissipation (the closed area of the load capacity–film clearance
curve), l is the maximum deformation of the gas film, Ω is the disturbance frequency and
Ω = 2π f .

2.3. Grid Independence and Model Validation

The evolution of bearing load capacity depending on the number of grid units is
presented in Figure 4a. When the grid number was increased to 160,000, the error of
the calculation results did not exceed 5%. The model computations were compared and
validated using the literature [51], as shown in Figure 4b, in which the lubricating working
medium is air. Parameters used in the validation calculation are shown in Table 1, as per
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the literature [51]. The calculated results were well verified using the literature data, and
the relative error value did not exceed 8% at maximum.
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Table 1. Bearing parameters from the literature [51] used for validation.

Structural Parameters Value Unit

Bearing internal diameter (D1) 25 mm
Bearing external diameter (D2) 80 mm
Radius of the orifice circle (Rd) 25 mm
Orifice diameter (d) 0.2 mm
Number of orifices (N) 6 /
Groove depth (h) 0 mm
Groove width (s) 0 mm
Pressure around the bearing (P0) 101,300 Pa
Supplied pressure (Pin) 607,800 Pa
Temperature (T) 293 K

3. Influence of Lubricant Properties

Bearing performance is profoundly influenced by the applied gas lubricant. Numerical
calculations and comparisons of the static performance of bearings using hydrogen and
other common gases have been carried out for a comprehensive understanding of the
performance characteristics of HHTBs.

Commonly used gaseous lubricants that have similar physical properties, such as
low density and viscosity, can be analyzed according to an identical calculation model.
However, in engineering applications, bearings are affected by differences in gaseous
physical properties. The density and viscosity of hydrogen are lower compared to those
of air, methane and helium, as indicated in Table 2. With a view to investigating the
performance characteristics of HHTBs, the above-mentioned lubricating gases were selected
for calculation and comparison. The parameters applied in the calculations are presented
in Table 3.
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Table 2. Density and viscosity of hydrogen, air, methane and helium at 300 K, 0.5 MPa.

Gas Density (kg·m−3) Viscosity (µPa·s)

Air 5.8149 18.595
Methane 3.2432 11.189
Helium 0.8004 19.944
Hydrogen 0.4029 8.9407

Table 3. Structural and operational parameters of thrust bearings.

Structural Parameters Value Unit

Bearing internal diameter (D1) 25 mm
Bearing external diameter (D2) 50 mm
Radius of the orifice circle (Rd) 19 mm
Orifice diameter (d) 0.2 mm
Number of orifices (N) 8 /
Groove depth (h) 0.2 mm
Groove width (s) 0.2 mm
Film clearance (c0) 10 µm
Pressure around the bearing (P0) 500,000 Pa
Supplied pressure (Pin) 1,000,000 Pa
Temperature (T) 293 K
Rotational speed (ω) 50,000 rpm

The static parameters of bearings using different gases are presented in Figure 5. The
load capacity of the HHTB was less than that of helium-lubricated bearings but higher than
that of air- and methane-lubricated bearings. As film clearance increased, load capacity
decreased. Furthermore, the peak static stiffness values of bearings using air and methane
were similar and higher than those using helium and hydrogen. Film clearances that
corresponded to the peak values for air and methane were smaller than those for helium
and hydrogen. With an increment in film clearance, the static stiffness initially increased,
then decreased. In general, the HHTB had a significant load capacity, although its stiffness
was relatively smaller.
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When the bearing diameters are determined, the load capacity increases as the restric-
tor coefficient. The throttling coefficient is as follows [20]:

Λs =
6µNd2

√
RT

Pinc3
0

√
1 + δ2

(8)

where µ is viscosity, N is the number of orifices, d is the orifice diameter, R is the gas
constant, Pin is supplied pressure and c0 is film clearance. For the orifice restricted bearing,
δ = 0. The restrictor coefficients of helium, hydrogen, air and methane are 29.87, 18.94,
10.35 and 8.38, respectively. This leads to the distribution pattern in the above figure.

The impacts of different gas lubricants on the traces and turbulent kinetic energy in
plane B (as displayed in Figure 3) are shown in Figure 6; vortices appear in the circum-
ferential groove. The maximum turbulent kinetic energies of different gas lubricants in
ascending order were air, methane, helium and hydrogen. Additionally, the region with
high turbulent kinetic energy moved from the center to the wall of the circumferential
groove. The turbulence effect of the HHTB was the largest, which may have been caused
by its low viscosity.
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4. Application Parameters
4.1. Supplied Pressure

Increased pressure around the bearings during the start-up of the hydrogen turbo-
expander may cause insufficient load capacity of the HHTB during operation. The load
capacities of the HHTB under different supplied pressures are presented in Figure 7. Other
parameters remained unchanged, as shown in Table 3. Bearing load capacity tended to
increase according to the supplied pressure. As the pressure around the bearing increased,
the load capacity decreased. Briefly, the benefits of improving the load capacity of the
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HHTB were not prominent when the supplied pressure under higher pressure around the
bearing was increased.
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Figure 7. Load capacities of the HHTB under supplied pressures.

4.2. Orifice Diameter

Static parameters with different orifice diameters are presented in Figure 8. Other
parameters remained unchanged, as shown in Table 3. Increasing the orifice diameter
around the designed orifice value could expand the load capacity. Additionally, the
peak value of static stiffness decreased with increases in the orifice diameter. The film
clearance corresponding to the peak static stiffness gradually increased with increases in
the orifice diameter.
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Figure 8. Static parameters of the HHTB with different orifice diameters: (a) load capacity and
(b) static stiffness.

4.3. Number of Orifices

The external supplied ability of the HHTB is influenced by the number of supplied
orifices. The static parameters of the HHTB using different numbers of orifices are presented
in Figure 9. Other parameters remained unchanged, as shown in Table 3. Load capacity
and static stiffness were improved by increasing the number of orifices. Moreover, the
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film clearance that corresponded to the peak static stiffness rose slightly as the number of
orifices increased. Increasing the orifice number boosted bearing performance.
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Figure 9. Static parameters of the HHTB using different numbers of orifices: (a) load capacity and
(b) static stiffness.

4.4. Circumferential Groove

To improve the performance of the HHTB, a circumferential groove was arranged near
the locating circle of the orifice to throttle the gas in the secondary shallow cavity. The static
parameters of the HHTB with different groove depths are presented in Figure 10. Other
parameters remained unchanged, as shown in Table 3. The bearing with a circumferential
groove had a greater load capacity than the bearing without a groove. With deepening
grooves, the load capacity of the HHTB gradually increased and tended toward a certain
value. Furthermore, the static stiffness of the HHTB was also enhanced after setting
a circumferential groove. The film clearance corresponding to the peak static stiffness
gradually increased and stabilized with growing circumferential groove depth.
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Figure 10. Static parameters of the HHTB under different groove depths: (a) load capacity and
(b) static stiffness.
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The load capacities of HHTBs for various groove widths are presented in Figure 11.
The load capacity of the HHTB initially increased and later decreased as the groove width
increased. When the circumferential groove width was small, the load capacity increased
because of the increased throttling effect of the shallow secondary cavity. However, the
excessive width of the circumferential groove in the later stage was equivalent to increased
gas film clearance, which deteriorated the bearing’s capacity.
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5. Dynamic Characteristics

Inevitably, the rotor vibrates during this application, which considerably affects the
performance of the HHTB. To explore the dynamic characteristics of HHTBs, the effects of
harmonic disturbance amplitude, frequency and gas film equilibrium point positions on
the dissipated energy, equivalent damping and dynamic stiffness were studied.

Figures 12 and 13 show the load capacity–gas film clearance curve and dynamic
parameters of HHTBs for different disturbance amplitudes, disturbance frequencies and gas
film equilibrium values. Other parameters remained unchanged, as shown in Table 3. The
minimum amounts of bearing load capacity during disturbance decreased with increasing
amplitude. As a result, the region enclosed by the load capacity–gas film clearance curve
(the dissipated energy) was greater. The dynamic stiffness factor reduced slightly with
increasing amplitude. However, the large amplitude led to a low minimum load capacity
that did not meet the requirements of this application. The equivalent damping of the
HHTB varied irregularly with disturbance amplitude. The counterclockwise load capacity–
film clearance curve shows that the positive damping dissipated the system disturbance
energy and improved reliability [35].

The maximum and minimum load capacity values were almost identical at different
disturbance frequencies. The dissipation energy of the HHTB increased as the disturbance
frequency increased. The dynamic stiffness and equivalent damping of the HHTB decreased
as the disturbance frequency increased.

The increase in the film equilibrium value caused a decrease in the overall load capacity.
In addition, the dissipated energy and equivalent damping of the HHTB decreased as the
air film equilibrium value increased. The dynamic stiffness of the bearing increased and
then decreased.
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Figure 13. Variation in dynamic parameters of HHTBs at (a) different amplitudes, (b) different
frequencies and (c) different film equilibrium values.
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6. Conclusions

To explore the feasibility of using HHTBs in hydrogen liquefaction applications, the
performance of HHTBs was simulated and compared with that of bearings using air,
helium and methane as lubricants. The impacts of gas-supplied pressure, orifice diameter,
orifice quantity, circumferential groove and film clearance on bearing performances were
considered. Dynamic characteristics of HHTBs under harmonic disturbance were studied
using the dynamic grid method. Conclusions obtained from calculations and the analysis
of results are especially useful as a design guide for HHTBs, as follows:

• Bearing performance is strongly influenced by gaseous physical properties. The
four gas-lubricated bearings have load capacities in the following order: helium,
hydrogen, air and methane. The peak values of stiffness of bearings, in descending
order, are those of methane, air, helium and hydrogen. Hydrogen has the highest
turbulent kinetic energy. In a word, HHTBs can provide considerable load capacity in
this application.

• Effective methods for enhancing the bearing load capacity of HHTBs include elevating
the gas-supplied pressure under constant pressure around the bearing, appropri-
ately expanding the orifice diameter, augmenting the number of gas supply orifices,
reducing gas film clearance and setting circumferential grooves.

• When the amplitude of harmonic disturbance increases, the bearing’s dynamic stiff-
ness decreases, resulting in better dynamic stability; however, the minimum bearing
capacity may be lower. The harmonic disturbance frequency has a small effect on the
dynamic stiffness, within a certain range. For the same disturbance, a smaller value of
gas film balance increases the equivalent damping and dynamic stiffness of the HHTB.

In summary, HHTBs are not inferior to commonly used air bearings in terms of load
capacity, and have good stiffness at higher clearances; therefore, they can be used on
hydrogen turbo-machinery.
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